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Evolutionary Theories

Timothy Ketelaar

A year before his death, Kurt Lewin taught a graduate course at MIT 
on theories in social psychology. Stanley Schacter, a student enrolled in the 
course, described it as “more philosophy of science than a review of dif-
ferent theories. Its purpose was to teach students what a theory is, how to 
test a theory appropriately, and what makes a theory useful” (Higgins, 2004, 
p. 138). In this light, Lewin’s (1951) assertion that “there is nothing so practi-
cal as a good theory” seems less like a simple call for an increased quantity of 
theorizing in social psychology, and more like a gentle admonition directed 
toward social psychologists, urging them to develop a better understanding 
of the role that theories can and should play in their field.

More than a half century before Kurt Lewin encouraged his fellow 
social psychologists to ponder the role of theories in social psychology, Wil-
liam James expressed a more general concern about the lack of theorizing 
in scientific psychology writ large. James saw the emerging science of the 
mind as too much dominated by purely descriptive accounts of human men-
tal activity. In reviewing the past several centuries of scholarship on human 
emotion, for example, William James (1890/2009, p. 308) worried that a focus 
on description rather than explanation had resulted in a psychological litera-
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ture that failed to provide “a central point of view, or a deductive or genera-
tive principle. They distinguish and refine and specify in infinitum without 
ever getting on to another logical level.” One interpretation of this call for 
psychology to get “on to another logical level” is that James was urging the 
young field of scientific psychology to identify a set of guiding theoretical 
assumptions akin to what scholars employed in more mature fields such as 
chemistry and physiology.1

Following in William James’s footsteps, Kurt Lewin (1935, 1951) argued a 
half century later that if social psychologists wanted to become sophisticated 
social scientists, they too would have to start behaving more like natural sci-
entists such as physicists and chemists. Lewin’s influence on social psychol-
ogy gave rise to two important legacies: One legacy inspired social psycholo-
gists to become ever more capable experimentalists, the other urged them to 
become more sophisticated theoreticians (Kruglanski, 2001). Jerome Singer 
(1987, p. 16), a student of Stanley Schacter, and thus an academic grandson of 
Lewin, noted: “The basic steps in conducting Lewinian based research were 
to set up an axiom system from which were derived theorems and correlates. 
Each derivation became a statement subject to experimental test.”

Although Lewin’s legacy inspired a greater appreciation for sophisti-
cated causal explanations, it appears that over the years social psycholo-
gists have focused more on developing their methodological sophistication 
(becoming more capable experimentalists) than their theoretical acumen 
(becoming more sophisticated theoreticians). Remarking on social psy-
chology’s emphasis on experimentation over theorizing, Kruglanski (2001, 
p. 871) observed that “the field has generally eschewed broad theorizing 
and tended to limit its conceptualizations to relatively narrow ‘mid-range’ 
notions closely linked to the operational level of analysis.” In this light, evo-
lutionary psychologists see evolutionary theorizing in social psychology not 
just as an opportunity to construct sophisticated explanations of social phe-
nomena, but rather as a potential pathway to creating a mature science of 
psychology, one that offers a grand meta-theory “capable of integrating exist-
ing findings across different domains and guiding researchers toward new 
empirical hypotheses” (Simpson & Kenrick, 1997, p. ix; see also Buss, 1990; 
Schaller, Simpson, & Kenrick, 2006).

The aim of the current chapter is to review the role that theories play in 
social psychology by exploring the role of one particular theoretical frame-
work—evolutionary psychology—in accounting for social behavior. In the 
spirit of Kurt Lewin’s graduate course on theories in social psychology, this 
chapter focuses more on philosophy of science than on a review of differ-
ent evolutionary theories in social psychology. Of primary interest are three 
Lewin-inspired questions:

What is an evolutionary theory?
How do you test an evolutionary theory?
What makes evolutionary theories useful in social psychology?
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What Is an Evolutionary Theory?

   The problem is not that a majority of researchers would say that theory 
   is irrelevant; the problem is that almost anything passes as a theory.

     —GERD GIGERENZER (1998, p. 195)

Perhaps the largest stumbling block in developing good theories in social 
psychology has been a basic confusion about just what constitutes a theory. 
Although a proliferation of explanatory accounts in social psychology over 
the past century have been given the label “theory,” social psychologists 
traditionally have received relatively little training in how to construct and 
evaluate theories. It would appear that most social psychologists learn about 
theories, not by receiving formal training on what constitutes a theory and 
how to construct one (i.e., by taking a graduate course with Kurt Lewin!), 
but rather by repeated exposure to a series of explanatory accounts that have 
been labeled as theories. Before describing what makes a theory “evolution-
ary,” it makes sense to first consider the more basic Lewin-inspired question 
of how to define a scientific theory per se.

A Theory Is a Level of Explanation

By imploring philosophers of mind to behave more like natural scientists, 
William James urged early psychologists to construct explanations that con-
nected empirical data to explicit theoretical principles. Consistent with Wil-
liam James’s recommendation, I offer the following definition of a theory: 
A theory is a middle-level explanation lying above the level of the empirical data 
(that the theory purports to explain) and below the level of higher-order assumptions 
(metatheory) from which the theory has been derived (see Figure 11.1). More spe-
cifically, a theory is an explanation that is both inductively consistent with a set of 
empirical facts and deductively consistent with a set of higher-order metatheoretical 
assumptions. According to this definition, for the label “theory” to be war-
ranted, an explanation must not only invoke inductive and deductive infer-
ences, but perhaps more important, it must also reference both: (1) empirical 
data and (2) higher-order assumptions (a metatheory).

Although the definition of “theory” proposed here describes an essen-
tial role for deductive reasoning (see Figure 11.1), the current definition 
differs from the classic Lewin-inspired approach to theorizing observed in 
mainstream social psychology. Whereas the classic Lewin-inspired approach 
to theorizing emphasizes the theory-testing role of deductive reasoning (e.g., 
“Each derivation became a statement subject to experimental test”; in Singer, 
1987, p. 16), the definition of theory proposed here also emphasizes the 
theory-constructing role of deduction. According to this definition, the label 
“theory” is justified if and only if an explanation satisfies two conditions: 
(1) it must be inductively connected to empirical facts, and (2) it must be 
deductively connected to a specific set of higher-order assumptions. This 
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second point (concerning a deductive connection to a metatheory) is impor-
tant because much of social psychology appears to subscribe to a Lewin-
inspired view that almost any explanation that is inductively generated from 
data can be deemed worthy of the label “theory” if this explanation allows 
researchers to subsequently derive explicit statements that can be subjected 
to empirical test (falsification or verification). By contrast with this rather 
permissive use of the term “theory” found in mainstream social psychology, 
the definition of theory proposed here states that for the label “theory” to be 
warranted, an explanation must be shown to be deductively connected to 
a set of higher-order assumptions (a metatheory) that generated this expla-
nation (see Figure 11.1). In other words, regardless of whether a particular 
explanation allows us to deduce statements that can be tested, an explana-
tion might nonetheless be judged as “atheoretical” (i.e., not worthy of the 
label “theory”) if the explanation is not logically (deductively) connected to 
a specific set of higher-order assumptions (see Figure 11.1).

Inductive Elements of a Theory

Induction is the process of generating nomothetic2 statements about the 
world from the observation of more particular states of the world. The claim 
that a theory must necessarily be inductively connected to empirical data 
implies two things. First, a scientific theory is not just any sort of inductive 
generalization; a theory—according to the currently proposed definition—is 
necessarily a generalization about empirical data (i.e., observable facts that 
can be verified by third-parties). Statements that are not grounded in empiri-
cal data may be interesting and important philosophical observations, but 
they are not worthy of the label “theory” according to the definition of a sci-

FIGURE 11.1 Theories as middle-level explanations sandwiched between facts and 
metatheoretical assumptions.
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entific theory proposed here (see Figure 11.1). Second, a theory corresponds 
to an attempt to provide a nomothetic statement about the world (e.g., “a 
theory of precipitation” from the science of meteorology), as opposed to an 
idiographic description of a specific state of affairs (e.g., the statement that 
“the ground was wet this morning”). By invoking an inductive style of rea-
soning that spans from specific statements (about empirical data) to a set of 
more general principles that purport to account for those data, this definition 
of theory necessarily entails that for an explanation to be worthy of the label 
“theory,” it must correspond to a nomothetic statement that is more gen-
eral in scope than the facts that it purports to explain. It follows that merely 
descriptive statements—often referred to as virtus dormativa accounts3 (see 
Gigerenzer, 1998)—are poor candidates for theories. Thus, the statement 
“The ground is wet” is not a good candidate for a theory because this state-
ment does not explicitly invoke a more general, nomothetic statement about 
the world. By contrast, the statement “Rain caused the ground to become 
wet this morning” would be a better candidate for a theory (explaining the 
wetness of the ground) because it is easier to see how this statement corre-
sponds to a more general nomothetic statement that references general laws 
or principles (drawn from the science of meteorology). Similarly, the obser-
vation that “levels of xenophobia are correlated with pathogen prevalence in 
a particular sample of data” does not itself constitute a theory of xenophobia 
because it appears to merely provide an idiographic description of a particu-
lar sample of data. By contrast, the statement “psychological mechanisms 
that evolved to defend against pathogens are one cause of xenophobia in 
modern environments” would be a better candidate for a theory (of xeno-
phobia) because this statement is more general in scope than a simple idio-
graphic description of a particular set of facts that it purports to explain.

Deductive Elements of a Theory

Deduction is the process of inferring a more specific statement about the 
world from a more general statement. Deduction is a form of logic that lies 
at the heart of the scientific method, not only insuring that scientific expla-
nations are internally consistent (not self-contradicting), but also enabling 
scientists to evaluate their theories by testing whether the specific “theorems 
and correlates” derived from these theories stand up to the weight of empiri-
cal evidence.

Yet, scientific theories should do more than simply allow Lewin-inspired 
social scientists to set up axiom systems from which theorems and correlates 
can be derived and subjected to experimental test. As stated earlier, accord-
ing to the definition of theory proposed here, an explanation is not worthy 
of the label “theory” unless it also invokes a set of higher-order assumptions 
(a metatheory) from which it can be deduced. This is an important point 
because so much of what passes for “theory” in social psychology appears 
to be limited to inductive generalizations from robust patterns of data that 
are then labeled as “theories” simply because one can derive testable state-
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ments from these generalizations. Personality theorist Raymond Cattell 
referred to such a process of inductively generating explanations and then 
deductively testing them, not as “theory testing” per se, but rather as the 
“inductive–hypothetico–deductive” method (Cattell, 1988). For many social 
scientists, this inductive–hypothetico–deductive strategy is simply a generic 
description of the scientific method. Yet, for legions of Lewin-inspired social 
scientists this is “theorizing,” a ritual whereby social scientists inductively 
construct explanatory accounts of data that they then label as “theories” 
(e.g., Fishbein & Azjen’s [1975] theory of reasoned action or Heider’s [1958] 
balance theory) from which they develop axiom systems of theorems and 
correlates that are subsequently translated into statements that are, in turn, 
subjected to experimental test. The end result, as anticipated by Cattell, is 
that these explanations (putative “theories”) are either eliminated or further 
refined in light of the results of these empirical tests (Cattell & Nesselroad, 
1988). So far, so good, except that nothing about this entire process of deriv-
ing testable statements from inductively constructed explanations entails a 
logical connection to a set of higher-order theoretical assumptions. In other 
words, the inductive–hypothetico–deductive strategy employed by social 
psychologists does not require that their deductive reasoning involves rea-
soning from (1) a set of higher-order theoretical principles (a metatheory) to 
(2) a particular middle-level explanation (a theory).

Much of what is called theorizing in mainstream social psychology cor-
responds to a form of the inductive–hypothetico–deductive strategy that is 
limited to inductively reasoning from a body of data to a middle-level expla-
nation (theory construction) and then reasoning back (deductively) from 
this theory to a set of statements (hypotheses and predictions) that are then 
tested empirically by collecting a new body of data (theory testing). Why is 
this a concern? This is a concern, one might argue, because it is the routine 
failure to employ deductive reasoning in theory construction in social psy-
chology (as opposed to the routine use of deduction in theory testing) that 
may be responsible for the relatively poor rate of accumulation of knowledge 
in social psychology in comparison to the more mature sciences (see Meehl, 
1978). By contrast, in the more mature sciences, such as biology, chemistry, 
and physics, an appeal to higher-order assumptions is so taken for granted 
in theory construction that it is rarely articulated; as when one observes that 
chemists do not generally propose theories of chemical phenomena that vio-
late basic principles of elementary physics and biologists do not generally 
propose theories of biological phenomena that violate basic principles of 
chemistry (see Barkow, Cosmides, & Tooby, 1992). In other words, natural 
scientists in disciplines such as biology, chemistry, and physics do not restrict 
their use of deductive reasoning to theory testing in the form of deducing 
statements from inductively constructed middle-level explanations and then 
comparing these statements to another set of empirical data (see Figure 11.1). 
Instead, scholars operating in these more established scientific fields actually 
use deductive reasoning to construct their theories! It is in this sense that we 
might say that the explicit use of a metatheory in evolutionary social psychol-
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ogy results in middle-level theories that are constructed (partly) out of data 
(e.g., empirical observations) and partly out of metatheoretical assumptions 
(see Buss, 1990, 1995; Ketelaar & Ellis, 2000).

What Makes a Theory “Evolutionary?”

By contrast with theorizing in mainstream social psychology, evolutionary 
psychologists are just as apt to use deductive reasoning in their theory con-
struction as in their theory testing. One way in which deductive reasoning 
plays an important role in theory construction is by providing (deductive) 
constraints on the sorts of middle-explanations that one can generate when 
attempting to provide an account for a particular set of observations. This 
is not to say that evolutionary psychologists do not employ inductive rea-
soning when they construct theories (middle-level explanations) based upon 
empirical data (they do!). Rather, the point is that evolutionary psychologists 
also employ deductive reasoning (from meta-theory to middle-level expla-
nation, see Figure 11.1) when they construct their theories. More specifically, 
the use of an evolutionary meta-theory plays an important role in narrowing 
the scope of evolutionary-psychological explanations to a delimited set of 
plausible a priori alternative hypotheses (see Ketelaar & Ellis, 2000; Ketelaar, 
2002 for a fuller treatment of this issue). Through this process of deductive 
reasoning, an evolutionary meta-theory allows evolutionary psychologists 
to focus their efforts on generating middle-level explanations that entail 
psychological mechanisms that could have—in principle—evolved through 
natural and sexual selection. Evolutionary psychologists then focus their 
attention on testing hypotheses about these kinds of mechanisms, ignor-
ing the larger set of hypotheses about psychological mechanisms that they 
could imagine but that—in principle—could not have evolved (and are thus 
unlikely to receive empirical support).

By contrast, the tendency to restrict deductive reasoning to theory test-
ing (at the expense of theory construction) results in a much different type of 
theorizing in mainstream social psychology. When one looks back at prom-
inent “theories” in social psychology such as Fishbein and Ajzen’s (1975) 
theory of reasoned action or Heider’s (1958) balance theory, it is hard to 
avoid the conclusion that far from being explanations that have been deduc-
tively constructed from higher-order assumptions about the mind or human 
nature, such “theories” appear to be little more than labels for interesting 
patterns of empirical observations. As influential and important as these 
explanatory frameworks (labels such as “balance theory”) may be, they fail 
to appeal to an explicit set of deductive or general principles from which 
these explanatory systems have been deduced. This is not to say that some 
creative social scientist could not identify, post hoc, a set of more general 
assumptions about the world that could be used to deduce the “theory of 
reasoned action” or “balance theory.” Rather, the point is that these “theo-
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ries” appear to be purely inductively generated nomothetic explanations, as 
opposed to being middle-level explanations that have been constructed (i.e., 
deduced) from an explicit set of higher-order metatheoretical assumptions 
about human psychology. This is an important claim because one suspects 
that the failure to distinguish between purely inductive “midrange” expla-
nations and proper “theories” (defined in the current chapter as middle-level 
explanations that are both inductively connected to data and deductively 
connected [logically derived] from an explicit set of “general and deduc-
tive” principles; see Figure 11.1) may be the source of the perception that 
social psychology has progressed at a relatively slow rate compared to more 
mature sciences (Meehl, 1978). Rather than developing the sorts of grand 
theoretical frameworks that we observe in the more mature sciences, social 
psychologists appear to spend a disproportionate amount of time trapped 
in an inductive–hypothetico–deductive spiral endlessly testing a series of com-
peting midrange explanations that have been inductively constructed from 
data. As several evolutionary social psychologists note: “What is ironic is 
that the general framework of such a grand theory—Darwin’s theory of evo-
lution by natural selection—has been around for more than 130 years, yet 
until recently, it has been largely ignored or overlooked by most social psy-
chologists” (Simpson & Kenrick, 1997, pp. ix–x).

In sum, the phrase evolutionary theories should be used to refer to mid-
dle-level explanations that are deductively connected to a broader evolution-
ary metatheory used to construct these explanations (see Figure 11.1; see also 
Buss, 1990, 1995). For example, the behavioral immune system approach to 
xenophobia (see below) can be seen as an example of a middle-level evolu-
tionary theory of xenophobia (see Schaller & Neuberg, 2011) but should not 
be confused with the broader evolutionary metatheory used to construct this 
theory of xenophobia. For most evolutionary psychologists, the broader evo-
lutionary metatheory corresponds to a set of deductive and generative prin-
ciples located in the adaptationist program in evolutionary biology (Ketelaar & 
Ellis, 2000). Although a complete description of the core assumptions of the 
adaptationist program in evolutionary biology is well beyond the scope of 
the current chapter, one can note that these higher-order assumptions about 
human biology and psychology are culled not only from Darwin’s (1859) 
theory of natural and sexual selection, but also from the modern synthesis 
of population genetics and evolutionary biology (see Barkow, Cosmides, & 
Tooby, 1992; Dennett, 1995; and Pinker, 1997 for a fuller discussion of the core 
assumptions of the evolutionary metatheory).

How Do You Test an Evolutionary Theory?

If we define a theory as a type of explanation that entails both inductive and 
deductive reasoning, we can see right away that the deductive component 
of a theory readily lends itself to corroboration or falsification (Ellis & Kete-
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laar, 2000; Ketelaar & Ellis, 2000). This is an important realization and one 
that lies at the heart of the Popperian strategy of falsificationism, a strategy 
that is far too often the only arrow in the social psychologist’s quiver of 
philosophy of science strategies (see Gawronski & Bodenhausen, Chapter 1, 
this volume). Popper (1959) introduced the strategy of falsificationism as a 
deductive method of theory evaluation that proceeded by subjecting state-
ments deduced from the theory to empirical test. The Lewin-inspired strategy 
of deriving theorems and correlates from one’s “theory” and then subject-
ing these derived statements to empirical test (see Singer, 1987) is entirely 
consistent with Popper’s method of falsification and Cattell’s inductive–
hypothetico–deductive strategy (Cattell, 1988).

Although the Popperian method of falsification is useful for evaluat-
ing the scientific status of specific statements (hypotheses and predictions) 
derived from middle-level theories (which may explain the appeal of this 
method to Lewin, Cattell, and many other social psychologists), philosophi-
cally minded psychologists have come to see falsificationism as an ineffi-
cient strategy for generating knowledge in human psychology and have 
argued that a Lakatosian philosophy of science provides a more accurate 
description of theory construction and evaluation in scientific psychology. 
(For a detailed treatment of the role of the Lakatosian philosophy of science 
in evolutionary psychology, see Ellis & Ketelaar, 2000; Ketelaar, 2002; Kete-
laar & Ellis, 2000; see also Meehl, 1978, 1990; Newell, 1973, 1990, for a more 
general discussion.) Cognitive scientist Alan Newell (1990, p. 14) astutely 
observed: “We are not living in the world of Popper (Popper, 1959), as far as 
I’m concerned, we are living in the world of Lakatos (Lakatos, 1970). Work-
ing with theories is not like skeet shooting—where theories are lofted up 
and bang, they are shot down with a falsification bullet, and that’s the end 
of the story.”

Lakatos’s (1970) philosophy of science emerged as a direct response to 
Popper’s (1959) emphasis on falsification. Rather than using the Popperian 
strategy of falsificationism to evaluate metatheories as false or not yet falsi-
fied, Lakatos (1970, 1974, 1978) argued that metatheories4 are more properly 
evaluated as progressive or degenerative based on the performance of the mid-
dle-level theories they generate (see Ketelaar & Ellis, 2000; cf. Gawronski & 
Bodenhausen, Chapter 1, this volume). According to the Lakatosian philoso-
phy of science, the key scientific criteria for evaluating evolutionary psychol-
ogy’s guiding metatheory is not whether its core assumptions are false or not 
yet falsified, but rather whether this metatheory leads to fruitful new discov-
eries, explanations, and avenues of research and how well the metatheory 
accommodates anomalies (see Ellis, & Ketelaar, 2000; Ketelaar & Ellis, 2000; 
Ketelaar, 2002). A metatheory that uses its middle-level theories to (1) gen-
erate novel explanations/predictions and (2) digest apparent anomalies is 
viewed as a progressive metatheory. By contrast, a metatheory that utilizes 
its middle-level theories primarily to deal with anomalies and contributes 
relatively little new knowledge is viewed as a degenerative metatheory.
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Are Evolutionary Theories Useful in Social Psychology?

From a Lakatosian perspective, for one to conclude that evolutionary theo-
ries are useful in social psychology, one would essentially have to provide 
evidence that an evolutionary metatheory generates middle-level theories 
that (1) lead to novel insights about social psychological phenomena and (2) 
can account for anomalies (evidence that appears to run contrary to evolu-
tionary conjectures) regarding social behavior.

Evidence That Evolutionary Theories in Social Psychology 
Generate Novel Insights

One area of social psychology where evolutionary theorizing has gener-
ated novel insights is the study of xenophobia, defined as a dislike or fear 
of strangers or foreign peoples (Kirkpatrick, & Navarrete, 2006; Navarrete & 
Fessler, 2005; Schaller & Neuberg, 2012; Schaller & Park, 2011). As an exam-
ple of xenophobia, consider the words of a young Englishwoman traveling 
through France to Geneva in 1817. Scribbled in her diary, she described the 
French villagers she encountered as “squalid with dirt, their countenances 
expressing everything that is disgusting and stupid” (in Mellor, 1989, p. 25). 
Lest one think that this depiction of ethnic derogation was simply due to this 
individual having a bad day, consider the following diary entry regarding 
her impressions of the German people, written just a few days later:

Our companions in this voyage are the meanest class, smoked prodi-

giously, and were exceedingly disgusting. . . . The horrid and slimy faces 

of our companions in voyage; our only wish was to absolutely annihilate 

such uncleanly animals. . . . ‘Twere easier for God to make entirely new 

men than attempt to purify such monsters as these. (in Mellor, 1989, p. 25)

Although the invocation of disgust at the sight of foreigners is a common 
correlate of xenophobia (Schaller & Park, 2011), one might be surprised 
to learn that these private thoughts were penned by one of history’s most 
liberal-minded feminist scholars, Mary Shelley, the celebrated author of the 
1818 Gothic novel Frankenstein: The Modern Prometheus.5 Recently, an evolu-
tionary theory of xenophobia—the behavioral immune system approach—has 
offered novel insights into social prejudice, a topic that has been studied by 
social psychologists for more than half of a century (e.g., Allport, 1954; Sherif 
& Sherif, 1953; Tajfel & Turner, 1986).

To explain some of the robust, systematic features of xenophobia, evo-
lutionary psychologists have posited a behavioral immune system that 
evolved to serve as a first line of defense (ahead of the internal physiologi-
cal immune system) in response to pathogens (Schaller & Neuberg, 2012; 
Schaller & Park, 2011; but see Hruschka & Heinrich, 2013, for an alterna-
tive view). There are at least two reasons why members of outgroups are 
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often perceived to be vectors for increased risk of disease. First, it is well 
known that contact with outgroup members has historically been associated 
with increased exposure to exotic pathogens, pathogens that tend to be espe-
cially virulent when introduced to the local population (for reviews, see Dia-
mond, 1997; Fincher & Thornhill, 2012; Schaller & Neuberg, 2012; Schaller 
& Park, 2011). Second, members of outgroups are less likely to be familiar 
with local norms pertaining to hygiene and food preparation, behavioral 
norms that “serve as barriers to pathogen transmission” (Schaller & Neu-
berg, 2012, p. 36). According to evolutionary social psychologists, the behav-
ioral immune system evolved to facilitate avoidance of pathogens through 
a number of mechanisms including emotion systems that respond specifi-
cally to contagion threats (e.g., disgust) and perceptual systems designed to 
identify and avoid “people who appear especially likely to pose some risk of 
pathogen transmission” (Schaller & Park, 2011, p. 100).

Central to the behavioral immune system view of xenophobia is the 
claim that perceptions of pathogens are biased toward false positives (erro-
neously inferring the presence of pathogens when there are none).6 To 
explain the interesting association between pathogen threat and increased 
disparagement of outgroup ideologies (e.g., pro-in-group bias), evolutionary 
psychologists have argued that these built-in biases toward false positives 
can take the form of a greater wariness and avoidance of individuals whose 
behavior signals that they are not members of the ingroup. By drawing 
attention to the assumption that ancestral humans would have recurrently 
faced the adaptive problem of dealing with especially virulent pathogens 
when coming into contact with outgroup members, evolutionary theories of 
xenophobia provide novel insights into the possible origins of the now well-
documented finding that xenophobic reactions are sometimes better concep-
tualized by the emotion of disgust rather than fear (Cottrell & Neuberg, 2005; 
Park, Schaller, & Crandall, 2007).

By providing empirical evidence to support their assumptions about 
the conditions under which xenophobia is more accurately conceptualized 
as a disgust response than a fear response, evolutionary psychologists have 
provided novel insights into the proximate and ultimate functions of xeno-
phobia (see Cottrell & Neuberg, 2005; Park, Schaller, & Crandall, 2007). But 
disentangling the emotional aspects of xenophobia is not the only novel 
insight that evolutionary social psychologists have brought to psychology’s 
understanding of this form of social prejudice. Evolutionary social psycholo-
gists have recently pointed out that another set of circumstances in which 
individuals are especially vulnerable to infection occurs during the first tri-
mester of pregnancy when a woman’s body is naturally immunosuppressed. 
Given that the fetus’s susceptibility to pathogens and teratogens is height-
ened in the first trimester, it is not surprising to observe that women in the 
first trimester of pregnancy report greater disgust sensitivity and pregnancy 
sickness (Flaxman & Sherman, 2000; Profet, 1992). Consistent with the idea 
of a behavioral immune system, evolutionary social psychologists have 
found that women in their first trimester of pregnancy exhibit significantly 
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higher levels of xenophobia compared to women in later stages of pregnancy 
(Navarrete, Fessler, & Eng, 2007). These empirical findings constitute a novel 
insight into xenophobia not anticipated by over half of a century of research 
on social prejudice (Navarrete, Fessler, & Eng, 2007). Armed with these evo-
lutionary insights linking weeks in pregnancy with intensity of outgroup 
negativity (Navarrete, Fessler, & Eng, 2007), one might ask whether Mary 
Shelley was pregnant at the time that she made her highly prejudicial entries 
in her diary. The answer to that question can be provided by considering the 
following fact: Shelley made these diary entries around August of 1814 (Mel-
lor, 1989, p. 25). Seven months later, on February 22, 1815, Shelley gave birth, 
two months prematurely, to a baby girl fathered by her lover, poet Percy 
Shelley (see Mellor, 1989, p. 31). Mary Shelley would have been in the first 
trimester of her pregnancy when she penned these racist comments about 
the French and Germans.

Evidence That Evolutionary Theories in Social Psychology 
Can Successfully Digest Anomalies

According to Lakatos, when a metatheoretical research program begins to 
contribute only marginally to the advancement of knowledge because it is 
employed primarily in dealing with anomalies, we say that this metatheo-
retical research program is degenerative rather than progressive (see Ellis & 
Ketelaar, 2002; Lakatos, 1978; see also Gawronski & Bodenhausen, Chapter 1, 
this volume). A good example of an early anomaly for evolutionary metathe-
ory involved an argument introduced by Lord Kelvin. Kelvin argued that 
the laws of thermodynamics placed numerical constraints on the length of 
geologic time available for evolutionary forces to have operated. According 
to Kelvin, these constraints led to the conclusion that the age of the earth was 
too young to have enabled evolution by natural selection to have occurred 
in the manner specified by Darwin. Darwin, however, did not regard Lord 
Kelvin’s calculations as adequate grounds for rejecting his theory of natural 
selection. Instead, Darwin regarded these observations as an anomaly, which 
he (correctly) expected would be resolved by future research. In the early 
20th century when the discovery of radiation (an internal source of heat) 
dramatically increased estimates of the age of the earth, these new estimates 
enabled Darwin’s theory to digest the apparent anomaly and turn it into pos-
itive evidence (see Ellis & Ketelaar, 2002; see also Lakatos, 1978, for a fuller 
discussion of the role of anomalies in evaluating metatheoretical research 
programs). Have evolutionary theories of social-psychological phenomena 
had similar success in digesting anomalies?

One area of social psychology where evolutionary theorizing has suc-
cessfully digested apparent anomalies is the study of interpersonal violence 
(see Ketelaar & Ellis, 2000). A basic higher-order assumption contained in 
evolutionary metatheory is that natural selection favors nepotism, the incli-
nation to discriminate in favor of genetic relatives. Given identical levels 
of physical proximity and social interaction, parents should be much more 
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inhibited against harming or killing their own biological children than 
against harming or killing stepchildren (Daly & Wilson, 1988). Yet, this core 
assumption of the evolutionary metatheory was directly called into question 
by criminologists who observed that the family is the single most common 
locus of all types of interpersonal violence. This “fact” led some criminolo-
gists to develop the mutual access hypothesis, which argued that “it cannot 
be surprising that more violence is directed against those with whom we 
are in more intimate contact. We are all within easy striking distance of our 
friends and spouses, for a goodly part of the time” (Goode, 1969, p. 941). The 
mutual access hypothesis specified a general set of psychological mecha-
nisms underlying aggression (direct violence toward others who are around 
you most often and affect you most frequently and directly) that cuts across 
different types of social relationships. This suggests that children who are 
within easy striking distance of their parents are at the greatest risk for phys-
ical abuse, regardless of whether those children are step-relations or biologi-
cal offspring. If this supposition were shown to be true (i.e., if the psycho-
logical mechanisms underlying family violence followed a general “easy 
striking distance” rule that applied equally across different genetic relations, 
and were not nepotistically biased), then such an observation would call 
into question a basic metatheoretical assumption of modern evolutionary 
theory. Such an observation would be an example of what Darwin’s bulldog, 
Thomas Huxley (1893), once referred to as “the great tragedy of Science—the 
slaying of a beautiful hypothesis by an ugly fact.” If the family was in fact 
the most frequent single locus of homicide (Gelles, 1979; Straus & Gelles, 
1990), this would represent an anomaly for an evolutionary metatheory 
because—according to a core assumption of the evolutionary metatheory—
individuals should be strongly inhibited against terminating their own fit-
ness vehicles. However, evolutionary psychologists (Daly & Wilson, 1988) 
challenged this putatively anomalous “fact” by reevaluating the definition 
of family. It turned out that criminologists’ observations of greater familial 
homicide were based on a sociological definition of the family (a definition 
that included both genetically related and unrelated cohabitants). When Daly 
and Wilson examined homicide rates based on a biological definition of fam-
ily, they found that cohabitants who were genetic relatives of the killer were 
more than 11 times less likely to be murdered compared to cohabitants who 
were nongenetic relatives of the killer, and that only 6.3% of all homicides 
occurred between genetic relatives. These new facts digested the apparent 
anomaly suggested by the mutual access hypothesis, calling into question 
the mutual access hypothesis and turning an apparent anomaly into positive 
evidence for evolutionary metatheory.

Conclusions

In the spirit of Kurt Lewin’s graduate course on theories in social psychol-
ogy, the current chapter focused on the philosophy of science rather than a 
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review of different evolutionary theories in social psychology. Of primary 
interest were three Lewin-inspired questions: (1) What is an evolutionary 
theory?; (2) How do you test an evolutionary theory?; and (3) What makes 
evolutionary theories useful in social psychology?

In reviewing what constitutes an evolutionary theory, I began with the 
more basic Lewinian question of what a theory is by defining a theory as a 
type of explanation that is constructed (partly) out of data (e.g., empirical 
observations) and partly out of metatheoretical assumptions. I argued that 
what distinguishes a theory from other sorts of explanations is the simple fact 
that a theory references both empirical data and higher-order assumptions (a 
metatheory). I pointed out that by contrast with their colleagues in the more 
mature sciences, it would appear that theoreticians in social psychology tend 
to restrict their use of deductive reasoning to theory testing (i.e., the so-called 
inductive–hypothetico–deductive strategy), as when a Lewin-inspired social 
scientist subjects a particular statement derived from Heider’s (1958) balance 
theory to an empirical test in a 2 × 2 ANOVA design. By contrast with theo-
rizing in mainstream social psychology, evolutionary psychologists are just 
as apt to use deductive reasoning in theory construction as in theory testing. 
Thus, evolutionary theories can be distinguished from nonevolutionary the-
ories in social psychology by virtue of recognizing that evolutionary theories 
have an explicit deductive connection to the larger evolutionary metatheory 
consisting of a set of higher-order assumptions located in the adaptation-
ist program in evolutionary biology (see Barkow, Cosmides, & Tooby, 1992; 
Ketelaar & Ellis, 2000).

In addressing how one tests an evolutionary theory, I argued that the 
distinction between evolutionary theories and the evolutionary metatheory that 
generates these theories (see Figure 11.1) is important because philosophers 
of science have identified different criteria for constructing and evaluating 
these two different levels of explanation in science. I reviewed previous work 
(see Ketelaar & Ellis, 2000) arguing that a Lakatosian philosophy of science 
provides a better framework (than the Popperian program of falsification) 
for understanding how psychologists construct and evaluate the overarch-
ing metatheory employed by evolutionary social psychologists. Although 
middle-level evolutionary theories (such as the idea that an evolved behav-
ioral immune system explains certain aspects of xenophobia in modern envi-
ronments, see Schaller & Neuberg, 2011) can be evaluated rather directly 
through a Popperian process of attempting to falsify or corroborate predic-
tions and hypotheses generated by these theories, metatheoretical research 
programs are not evaluated in terms of their ability to survive attempts at 
falsification. Instead, metatheories are more properly evaluated through a 
process of establishing that the metatheoretical research program displays 
evidence of progressivity rather than degenerativity (see Ketelaar & Ellis, 
2000; Lakatos, 1970, 1974; 1978; see also Gawronski & Bodenhausen, Chap-
ter 1, this volume). Simply put, predictions and hypotheses generated by 
middle-level evolutionary theories are judged by the same sorts of criteria 
(corroboration and falsification) that are used to evaluate statements derived 
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from nonevolutionary theories such as Heider’s (1958) balance theory or 
Fishbein and Azjen’s (1975) theory of reasoned action. However, the over-
arching evolutionary metatheory used to construct middle-level evolution-
ary theories (such as the behavioral immune system account of xenophobia) 
is best evaluated using the tools that philosophers of science have deemed 
appropriate for evaluating grand unifying frameworks such as those found 
in more mature sciences such as biology, chemistry and physics. Simply put, 
from a Lakatosian perspective, one doesn’t wish to know whether a spe-
cific prediction constructed under the umbrella of the metatheory has been 
shown to be false. Instead, the Lakatosian wishes to know two things about 
evolutionary metatheory: (1) whether the middle-level theories constructed 
from the evolutionary metatheory leads to fruitful new discoveries, explana-
tions, and avenues of research in social psychology and (2) how well this 
metatheory accommodates anomalies, observations that appear to run con-
trary to evolutionary explanations of social behavior (see Ellis, & Ketelaar, 
2000; Ketelaar & Ellis, 2000; Ketelaar, 2002).

Finally, in examining whether evolutionary theories are useful in social 
psychology I reviewed several examples demonstrating that evolutionary 
metatheory appears to meet all of the requirements of a progressive research 
program as described by Lakatos (1978). In particular, I reviewed evidence 
that theories in evolutionary social psychology embody two important crite-
ria of progressivity. First, evolutionary theories of xenophobia, for example, 
clearly provide novel insights into social behavior, despite the fact that topics 
such as xenophobia and social prejudice have been studied by social psy-
chologists for over half a century. Second, I demonstrated that evolutionary 
theories of interpersonal violence have clearly succeeded not only in digest-
ing apparent anomalies, but in turning these putative counterexamples into 
positive evidence supporting the use of an evolutionary metatheory in social 
psychology. In sum, evolutionary theories of social psychological phenom-
ena show much promise not only for generating falsifiable predictions, but 
also in leading us to fruitful new discoveries, novel explanations, and prom-
ising avenues of research.
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NOTES

1. For William James (1892), the search for deductive and generative principles for 
scientific psychology, coupled with his formal training in physiology, led him to 
the core belief that mental states should be described in terms of physical causes 
lying in the central and peripheral nervous systems.
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2. Nomothetic explanations are attempts to describe general scientific laws. Nomo-
thetic explanations can be contrasted with idiographic explanations, explanations 
that are attempts to describe individual cases or events.

3. Virtus dormativa explanations are a form of tautology in which a phenomenon is 
explained in terms of the phenomenon itself, stated in somewhat different (often 
more technical) words (see Gigerenzer, 1998). An example would be the real world 
case of the death of a Hollywood actress in the 1990s that was reported in the press 
as being due to “sudden unexplained death in epilepsy (SUDEP)” which, despite 
the acronym, is just another way of stating the obvious fact that the actress had 
epilepsy and died suddenly for unknown reasons.

4. Lakatos (1970, 1974, 1978) did not actually use the term metatheory in his writing. 
Rather, Lakatos used the term hard core to refer to what we are calling the metatheo-
retical assumptions level of analysis depicted in Figure 11.1.

5. Shelley was the daughter of Mary Wollstonecraft, author of the (1792) liberal trea-
tise A Vindication of the Rights of Woman, and her mother was described as “the 
most ardent advocate of her times for the education and development of female 
capacities” (Mellor, 1989, p. 1).

6. Proponents of “error management theory” (Haselton & Buss, 2000; Haselton & 
Nettles, 2006; Nesse, 2005) argue that perceptual and cognitive biases of this sort 
are not errors of reasoning, but rather adaptive biases because they ensure that the 
organism makes the less costly survival or reproductive error when confronted 
with a trade-off between making one of two types of incorrect inferences (false 
alarms vs. misses; see Schaller & Park, 2011).
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